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1. Introduction

EDAs (Estimation of Distribution Algorithms) present the suitable features to deal with 
problems requiring a very efficient search: small populations and a few iterations, compared 
with the more classic approaches to Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). The fundamental 
difference of EDAs with classical EAs is that the formers carry out a search of the probability 
distribution describing the optimal solutions while EAs directly make the search and 
provide the solutions to the problem with the solutions itself. They share the necessity of 
codification of solutions by means of binary chains, in the EA terminology they are the 
“individuals” and the definition of a merit measurement that allows to orient the search 
direction, the so called “fitness function”. In the case of EDAs, operators to manipulate 
individuals in the search, such as mutation, selections, and crossover, are not needed, since 
the search is performed directly on the distribution which describes all possible individuals. 
In this chapter, authors will evaluate the efficiency of EDAs to solve combinatorial problems 
with time constrains. Specifically, authors will model the visual data association for real-
time video tracking problem as a combinatorial problem. Before the application of EDAs to 
this real-life combinatorial problem, the authors will discuss the application of EDAs 
algorithms to a classical combinatorial problem, such as the 0/1 knapsack problem, in order 
to know the complexity degree of the association problem and to find out the most suitable 
parameters for real-time video tracking problem [1]. 
The outline of the chapter will be as follows. First, several EDA algorithms will be presented 
and their evaluation using the theoretical combinatorial problem of 0/1 knapsack problem, 
which has similar complexity to the association problem in video tracking systems. Next, the 
mathematical formulation of the Data Association Problem will be shown. Then, the 
applications of EDA to data association problem, defining the heuristic and the codification, 
will be presented. Finally, the authors will show the experiments compare the behaviour of 
several algorithms, taking the advanced Particles-MS tracking as benchmark, in three 
scenarios taken from two different sources: the publicly available CVBASE [2] and a DV 
camcorder. 
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treatment and bases the use of EDAs by the characteristic that allows solving an 
optimization problem quickly [4], [5]. In the next section, we describe the EDAs more 
studied and applied to univariate problems and in the appendix the code of each EDA is 
detailed. 

2.1 Description of EDAs algorithms 

In this section, we depict the several concepts on the algorithm used in our work. These 
algorithms are UMDA (Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm) [6], PBil (Population-
Based Incremental Learning) [7] and cGA (The Compact Genetic Algorithm) [8].  

2.1.1 UMDA. Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm 

In the UMDA [6] the joint probability distribution is estimated as the relative frequencies of 
the variables’ values stored in a data set. Independence between the variables is assumed 
and theoretically it has been demonstrated that UMDA works almost perfectly with linear 
problems and rather well when the dependencies are little significant. 
In UMDA can appear some problems associated to the genetic drift, and some modifications 
have been proposed such as the correction of Laplace to the calculation of the relative 
frequency [9]. In this case the relative frequency is estimated as: 
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There are theoretical evidences that demonstrate that UMDA approximates their behaviour 
to a canonical genetic algorithm (GA) with uniform crossover. 

2.1.2 PBIL. Population-Based Incremental Learning 

The PBIL (Population-Based Incremental Learning) [7] mixes the search applied by genetic 

algorithms with the competitive learning, applying a Hebbian rule to update the vector of 

probabilities. It has been empirically demonstrated that PBil works equal or better than GA 

in problems in which GA works well and fails in the problems that GA fails. The main 

difference with GA is that PBIL does not use a population of solutions that evolves, 

replacing it by a vector of probabilities. This change presents some advantages: 

• The algorithm is simpler, for example it does not require arrangements. 

• The capacity of representation by means of a vector of probabilities in PBIL is minor 
who the one of a population of solutions in GA, therefore the convergence is faster. 
Search in exploration is sacrificed to have a higher rate of convergence. 

In order to apply the PBil algorithm it is necessary to give value to four parameters:  

population size, learning rate, probability of mutation and mutation rate. To the association 

problem the probability of mutation is set to zero with the purpose of accelerating the 

convergence of the algorithm.   

The main parameter that will affect the speed of convergence is the learning rate, whichever 

greater is its value, more quickly finalizes the search, losing, of course, quality in the 

solutions. The PBil algorithm originally was oriented to functions optimization, but has been 

efficient treating combinatorial optimization problems of complexity NP, in terms to find 

solutions of the same quality that GA needing smaller number of function evaluations. 
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2.1.3 CGA. The Compact Genetic Algorithm 

The cGA [8] simulates the performance of a canonical genetic algorithm with uniform 
crossover. It is the simplest EDA, and only needs a parameter, the population size that has 
the effect of a learning rate. 
As the authors of CGA suggest, this algorithm has an important additional utility, allows 
discriminating quickly when a problem is easy to be treated by means of evolutionary 
algorithms. 

3. Adjustment of the EDA parameters using KP0/1 problem 

In order to fit the parameters of each one of EDAs applied to tracking systems, we evaluated 
them using a theoretical combinatorial problem with similar complexity and well-known 
optimal solution. The objective for these theoretical experiments is two-fold: 

• Compare the number of function evaluations that needs each algorithm to obtain 
solutions of a given quality. This efficiency metric allows us choose the suitable 
algorithm for the real-time video association problem 

• Fit the parameters of each algorithm to obtain the best relation between the quality of 
solutions and speed of execution 

It has been taken three KP0/1 problems [10] with increasing difficulty (10, 20 and 40 
objects). These sizes correspond with the practical problem dealt since the codification of the 
association matrix will be, in the cases of higher-density also around 40. The size of the 
search space scales with 2n. For the three problems, the optimal solution is known and not 
exist correlation between the variables; this is the worst case. The knapsack 0/1 problem of 
(KP0/1) is a NP-complete combinatorial optimization problem and, for example, the 
difficulty to be solved was used to make the first algorithm of generalized public key 
encryption [11]. The knapsack 0/1 problem is defined as: 
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The following figures contain the comparison of performances by UMDA, PBIL, CGA and 
the canonical GA with uniform applied in this work. The number of evaluations of fitness 
necessary to obtain a certain probability of success has been plotted. An algorithm is 
successful when it finds the optimal solution and the success probability is calculated with 
the frequency of success in 50 executions with different random seeds. The parameters of 
the different algorithms are obtained by trail-and-error treating to diminish the number of 
fitness evaluations. 
The graphs show, for all the algorithms and problems, the exponential growth of the 
number of evaluations when it is wanted to reach great percentage of success. In the three 
KP0/1 the UMDA has obtained better results, it needs fewer evaluations than the rest to 
obtain solutions of the same quality. The PBIL has a behaviour similar to the UMDA treating  
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4. Formulation of data association problem 

The data association problem, also known as motion correspondence in the case of video 
analysis, is the most important challenge in multi-target video tracking systems. The 
complexity of scenarios, expressed in the number of interacting targets, irregular motion, 
presence of background noise, etc., presents a collection of problems that must be solved to 
guarantee a robust performance and so reliable output with a certain level of accuracy and 
stability. 
Among alternative approaches, Bayesian inference methods have gained a high reputation 
for visual processing and estimation [12], [13], [14], due the potential to provide a solution as 
close to the theoretically optimal as possible. Closeness to theoretical optimum will depend 
on the computation capability to execute numeric approximations and also on the reliability 
of statistical models for target appearance, dynamics, likelihoods, a priori densities, etc. It 
usually becomes an intractable approach for most realistic situations and it is necessary the 
use of heuristic approaches and simplifications. 

4.1 Problem statement. Motion correspondence as a search 

The visual tracking problem involves an environment that changes with time [15]. The 
estimation of the number of objects in a scene, together with their instantaneous location, 
cinematic state and additional characteristics (shape, colour, identification, etc.) is the 
problem addressed by a visual tracker. The objects in the scene can be defined as a set of 
entities described by a set of characteristics that evolve in time (position, velocity, colour, 
shape, temperature, etc.). In this sense, environment could be defined in an instant as a set 
of objects, where each object is defined by a set of characteristics in this instant: 

 E[k]= {O1[t],…, ON[t]}  (3) 

So there are N[k] real objects moving in the covered area at time instant t[k]. 

The description of the objects is expressed in a vector state space, d

ix ℜ∈ . For instance a 

common simplified representation of objects in 2D camera plane contains position of object 
centroid, together with bounds (width and length) and their velocity and scale derivatives: 

t
i ]vhvwhwvyvxyx[x =  (d=8). 

In the case of visual sensor, the phase of image preprocessing acquires some characteristics 
of the objects (observation), perturbed by the measurement process. The acquisition process 
is related with the digital image acquisition and the detection process. The first one defines 
the resolution in pixels and frames by second of the sequence of captured images; the 
second one defines the objects in the captured image. In the case of visual sensor, observed 
characteristic are more complex than conventional sensors, for example: color (or gray 
level), the shape, the skeleton, the contour, etc. and the position is an estimation from the 
detected object (typically the centroid). We will consider in this work as preprocessing phase 
the background subtraction to detect moving objects in monocular images [12]. After 
background subtraction and thresholding, we have a binary image where a detected object 
is observed through a set of compact regions (blobs), where a blob is a set of adjacent binary 
detected pixels in this instant: 

 ]}k[b,],k[b{]k[Z i

M

i
1

i
i…=   (4) 
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where Mi is the number of blobs that are due to i-th object (unobservable). 
The problem is that both N[k] and i superindex in observations are hidden, they must be 
deduced from the data. The only observable amount is the global set of blobs appearing in 
the foreground binary image: Z[k]={b1[k],…bM[k]}. So, the basic problem in video data 
association is the re-connection of blobs to be used to update tracks, searching the collection 

of blobs corresponding to each track ],k[xi ]k[Zi . The final object characteristics result 

from the combination of the blob characteristics that belong to the object 
As mentioned in the introduction, target splitting and merging is a distinguishing problem 

in video data association with respect to other sensors. With other sensors such as radar, 

each acquired data, a plot, comes from a single object but, in visual sensor, acquired data, a 

blob, could be the result of several objects (merging), and several blobs can be originated by 

the same object (split). Blobs corresponding to separate objects can be merged when they 

come close together in the image, splitting again when they separate. The problem gets more 

complex since the image may contain false observations due to noise or target 

fragmentation, so that the total observations may be some arbitrarily large set of 

observations. This makes it difficult to provide unique track labels for different interacting 

objects, which is a fundamental capacity required for the usual applications of machine 

vision such as surveillance, scene analysis (sports), automatic annotation, etc. The problem 

would be aminorated by using a camera installed in a pole high enough so objects are 

viewed from near vertical geometry but this is often not possible in practical surveillance 

configurations (for instance, indoor scenes) 

A Bayesian framework to determine the best estimation, X[k], inferred from available 
measurements, Z[k], is the one targeted at obtaining the maximum a posteriori probability 
of estimated state, conditioned to the whole set of observations: 

 ])0[Z,],1k[Z],k[Z|]k[X(P

]k[X

maxarg]k[X̂ …−=   (5) 

Where ]k[X̂ denotes both the number of targets and their state in the scene at time instant 

t[k],  

]}k[x̂],...,k[x̂{]k[x̂]k[X̂
kkN...1 N1== , where di ]k[x̂ ℜ∈ , in our case d=8 as indicated 

above. Notice that objects forming state X[k] have a set structure instead of array, since the 
order in X[k]to represent the real objects is irrelevant. 
So a joint estimation problem appears about the number of objects, N[k], and their 

parameters, ].k[x̂i  A complete problem formulation for the multi-target joint estimation 

problem would take into account the different configurations in the number of objects and 

their characteristics (shape and motion state). The classical inference formulation applies the 

Bayes theorem to rearrange the problem in a recursive formulation: 

 [ ] ]1k[dX])0[Z,],1k[Z|]1k[X(P])1k[X|]k[X(P])k[X|]k[Z(P
c

1

])0[Z,],1k[Z],k[Z|]k[X(P
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…
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where the integral in the joint problem would extend over the whole space of predicted 
state, P(X[k]|X[k-1]) considering both the number of objects and their corresponding states, 
and c is the normalization constant to guarantee the result is a probability density. In this 
formulation, and dropping time index for simplicity, P(Z|X) is the probability of observing 
a particular image Z given a certain current state X. It is the likelihood function and has a 
fundamental impact in the result. In our case we will particularize the observation process 
to the analysis of the binarized image resulting from the background subtraction and 
thresholding, so that 

 Z[k]={b1,…,bMk[k]}  (7) 

This multiple-target tracking problem can be split into two interdependent problems, data 
association (or motion correspondence) between measurements and objects, and state 

estimation, to update vectors ]}k[N,,1{j],k[x̂ j …∈  with the assigned measurements.  

Data association is the sequential decision process which takes, for each frame, the available 
measurements and assigns to the tracked targets up to that time instant. The assignment 
problem can be considered as part of the maximization of a posteriori likelihood of 
observations. So, if we consider a particular configuration of X[k] with N[k] tracks, its 
likelihood will depend on the sequential series of data assignments: 

 ])0[Z],0[A,...,2]-[kZ],1k[A1],-[kZ],k[A|]k[Z(P])k[X|]k[Z(P −=   (8) 

where the assignment matrix { }]k[a]k[A ij=  is defined as aij[k]=1 if blob bi[k] is assigned to 

track ]k[x̂ j ; and aij[k]=0 otherwise. In k-th frame there are M[k] blobs extracted to be 

assigned, b[k]={b1[k],…,bMk[k]}, and the objects tracked up to them (last assignment of blobs 
was at frame k-1) are: X[k-1]= {O1[k-1],…,ONk-1[k-1]}.  
The size of matrix A[k], (1+N[k])xM[k], changes with time, since i=1,…,M[k] represents the 

blobs extracted from the k-th frame, whose number depends on the variable effects 

mentioned above during the detection process. Furthermore, N[k] represents the objects in 

the scene, whose number may also dynamically change when objects appear and disappear 

in the scene. Special case j=0 is considered to represent assignment of blobs to “null track” at 

current time, which are used to initialize new objects or are discarded. 

5. Multi-blob data association with EDAs 

The association problem has been defined as a search over possible blob assignments. This 

problem could be defined as minimizing a heuristic function to evaluate blob assignments 

by an efficient algorithm (Estimation of Distribution Algorithm). The heuristic function 

takes a Bayesian approach to model the errors in observations. The formulation of data 

association as a minimization problem solved by a genetic technique is not a handicap with 

respect to the required operation in real time. A worst-case number of operations can be 

fixed and bound the time consumed by the algorithm, if we restrict the maximum number 

of evaluations. Then, given a certain population size, the algorithm will run a number of 

generations limited by this bound on the number of evaluations. The most important aspect 

is that the EDA should converge to acceptable solutions with these conditions of limited 

population size and number of generations. 
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Finally, in order to allow and effective search, the initial individuals are not randomly 
generated but they are fixed to solutions in which each blob is assigned to the closest object. 
So, the search is performed over combinations starting from this solution in order to 
optimize the heuristic after changing any of this initial configuration. Besides, for the case of 
EDA algorithms, the vector probabilities are constrained to be zero for the case of very far 
pairs (IF dCentroid(i,j)>GATE_THRESHOLD0=> pij=0) and those blobs which fall in spatial 
gates of more than one track have a non-zero change probability. 

5.2 Description of the fitness function 

Fitness function supplies to the evolutionary algorithms with a score to evaluate the 
assignment of grouping blobs to active tracks. In this case, the potential assignments 
explored by EDA algorithms are qualified following the heuristic described in this section. 
The tracking system keeps information about the centroid position, rectangle bounds and 

velocity for each track by means of a Kalman filter updating a track state vector, ]k[x̂ i , 

adapted to the dynamics of interesting objects. Therefore, we are able to evaluate the 
similarity between the potential assignment explored by evolutionary algorithm and the 
prediction of target accordingly to Kalman filter in every frame. Moreover, the fitness 
function should consider those assignments that leave confirmed tracks with no updating 
blobs. 

Let [ ]1kOi +  be the set of blobs assigned to track j by an individual in evolutionary 

algorithm for k+1 frame. This set of blobs are represented by its bounding box, specifically 

by its centroid pixel coordinates, width and height ( e

jx , e

jy , e

jw  and e

jh ). They are those 

blobs corresponding to indexes i such that Aij[k+1]=1. Track j contains the prediction 

provided by Kalman filter, ],k|1k[x̂ j +  represented by its centroid pixel coordinates, width 

and height i ( u

jx , u

jx , u

jw  and u

jh ).  

Let 
jd be the normalized distance between the evolutionary proposal and predicted track j: 
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Let 
js be the normalized size similarity between the evolutionary proposal and predicted 

track j: 
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Let I  be the foreground image that we are processing. We define ),( yxI as true, if and 

only if the pixel (x,y) is in the bounding box of the evolutionary proposal for track j. We 

define the Density Ratio, 
jdr , of track j as: 
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The fitness function, F
i 
, of an assignment i that we have to minimize is: 

 ∑= ++−+= M

j

jjji ltapdrsdF
1

)(   (12) 

 

where, M represents the number of tracks in the frame. So, we incorporate besides two 

penalization ratios to the fitness function, corresponding to the probabilities of false positive 

detection (PFA), and probabilities of true positive missing (PD): 

• ap (assignment penalization). A penalization value is added to the fitness function every 
time a blob is assigned to a distant track.  

• lt (lost track). A high value is added every time no blob is assigned to one track. 

6. Results 

In this section we present the comparison between EDA algorithms presented in this work 

and a benchmark algorithm based on a combination of Particle Filter [16], [17] and Mean 

Shift [18], [19] algorithms. 

6.1 Video data set definition 

The datasets used throughout this paper are employed with three different scenes.  

These datasets are from two different sources: the publicly available CVBASE dataset [2] 

and a DV camcorder. The datasets are quite diverse in their technical aspects and the quality 

of the image sequences radically differ from poor to excellent along with their pixel 

resolutions. 

The following will describe the 3 datasets to gain an understanding of its scene 

characteristics: 

• Maritime scenes (BOAT). The videos were recorded in an outdoor scenario using a DV 

videorecorder. The videos have a high quality with a resolution of 720x480 pixels with 

15 fps. The videos feature several boats in an outdoor environment lit by the sun. The 

videos are very interesting due to the complex segmentation of maritime scenes. The 

sea has continuous movement, which contributes to the creation of a great amount of 

noisy blobs. 

• Squash tournament (SQUASH). The videos are from the CVBASE dataset and were 

taken on a tournament of recreative players. The videos were recorded in S-VHS 

videorecorder, using a birds-eye view with wide angle lens. The videos were digitized 

to digital video format with 25 fps, resolution 384x576 and M-JPEG compression. The 

selected video is a zenithal record of two players playing squash. They are with close 

proximity to each other, similar modality of dress, slightly faster movements and 

constant crossings between players, which make for a challenging sequence. 

• Handball match (HANDBALL). The videos are also from the CVBASE dataset and 

have the same characteristics than the squash tournament sequences. Players do not 

leave the court during the match, there are constant crossings among players with 

occlusions and disocclusions and the number of objects (players) to track is quite high. 

These conditions make also for a challenging sequence. 
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6.2 Evaluation metric definition 

Before comparing the obtained results of algorithms used for visual tracking 
accomplishment, the first step is to determine the metric that allows making the 
comparisons of the algorithms behaviour. A specific quality measurement of the association 
has not been used and the global behaviour has been observed. In the analysis, a special 
emphasis in the speed of algorithms convergence is made in order to evaluate the 
application of the proposal development in real-time video tracking. The measures taken 
into account are: Tracks per Frame, Frames per Second and Time per Track. 
Measurement TPF (Tracks per Frame) is used to compare the behaviour of the tracking 
algorithms in terms of continuity of the tracks. An optimal tracker would have to obtain the 
value referred as “ideal”. When the obtained value is below to this “ideal” value, it means the 
tracker lost in the continuity of the tracks (merge effect) and, conversely, when it is over of 
“ideal” value, the tracker had an excess of tracks (split effect). The standard deviation of TPF 
allows discriminating between the behaviours with very similar averages but worse quality 
(greater deviation). FPS (Frames per Second) is the rate of processed images having applied 
the tracking algorithms; high values imply a capacity of greater processing. Column TPT 
(Time per Track) shows the time in milliseconds that the updating algorithm of tracks uses 
in the association logic, in this case the association is solved by EDAS and GA. The particles 
filter algorithm incorporates its own strategy of association. The rest of the time necessary to 
make the tracking (detection and filtrate) is common for all and therefore is not compared.  
Besides, in order to grasp the algorithms’ behaviour regarding convergence, bi-dimensional 
histograms with the number of evaluations necessary to obtain the solution and final fitness 
values are also presented. They have been computed depending on the size of combinatorial 
search space of data association hypotheses. This size is given, accordingly to encoding in 
section 4.4 and for each frame processed, by 2N(1+M), being N the number of blobs and M the 
number of active tracks. The relative frequencies are indicated with levels of grey: black is 
100%, white is 0%. It is expected that the size of search space makes more difficult the 
convergence, requiring more evaluations and/or converging to worse solutions. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

In the following tables the quality measurements of the EDAs, GA and particles filter 
applied to BOAT, SQUASH and HANDBALL sequences are presented. The parameters of 
the algorithms, size of the population, number of iterations, rate of variation, etc. have been 
set corresponding to the problem KP0/1 of length 20.  
Recording BOAT displays a scene in the sea with three objects that remain visible in all the 
frames. Table 2 shows the values of the quality parameters and standard deviations 
obtained for this scenario. 
 

 
mean TPF 
(ideal=3) 

sd TPF FPS 
mean TPT 

(millisecond) 
sd TPT 

CGA 2.98 0.07 4.29 2.22 0.08 

UMDA 2.93 0.17 4.26 4.16 0.75 

PBIL 2.98 0.07 4.04 9.14 1.93 

MSPF 2.98 0.07 2.33 67.93 0.78 

GA 2.93 0.17 2.21 79.37 18.23 

Table 2. Measures of quality of the algorithms applied to BOAT  
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The results obtained for sequence BOAT show clearly the advantage of the EDAS on GA 
and particle filter. Observing the referring columns TPF, the quality of the tracking is the 
same for all the algorithms, very close to the ideal value. UMDA and GA are slightly less 
stable compared to the rest, but the difference is negligible. The speed that the EDAS solve 
the combinatorial problem of the association of blobs to tracks is quite superior (50%) to GA 
and particles filter. 
In the following test video, SQUASH, given the normal dynamics of game, there are many 
situations in which the players move very close and with abrupt movements, which 
suppose an increase of the complexity of the association problem. The results of the quality 
measures are in the following table. 
 

 
mean TPF 
(ideal=2) 

sd TPF FPS 
mean TPT 

(millisecond) 
sd TPT 

CGA 1.88 0.24 14.22 0.78 0.15 

UMDA 1.87 0.25 14.40 1.04 0.18 

PBIL 1.89 0.23 12.31 4.02 1.48 

MSPF 1.90 0.24 5.74 53.22 2.86 

GA 1.87 0.26 6.64 37.65 13.58 

Table 3. Measures of quality of the algorithms applied to SQUASH 

The quality of the tracking has descended due to the increase in the complexity of the scene. 
The best quality is obtained with the particle filter but all the values are very close. The 
required time to process the scene continues being very advantageous for the EDAS, 
superior to the double that the time obtained with the particle filter. Again, have been used 
the parameters of the algorithms (see Table 1) that were fit when solving the problem of the 
KP0/1 of length 20. 
Finally we show the results on an extraordinarily complex scene. A zenithal camera records 
a handball match (HANDBALL). In the sequence, there are seen 14 players and 2 referees. 
Due to the great number of players the accumulations of several of them in small regions of 
the field are frequent. And the size of space search is in the best case, when only there is a 
blob to assign by track, of 214x14 = 2196 different hypotheses. Compared with the previous 
scenes this is 100 greater orders of magnitude. In this case, the parameters of the algorithms 
corresponding to the problem of the KP0/1 of length 40 have been applied. 
 

 
mean TPF 
(ideal=16) 

sd TPF FPS 
mean TPT 

(millisecond) 
sd TPT 

CGA 10.77 1.10 0.81 109.59 9.78 

UMDA 7.35 1.01 0.31 1554.12 974.84 

PBIL 11.64 1.22 0.66 17.20 13.23 

MSPF 12.92 0.52 0.56 160.18 1.21 

GA 12.40 1.82 0.04 43202.27 9343.08 

Table 4. Measures of quality of the algorithms applied to HANDBALL 

In Table 4 it can be noticed that the reduction in the quality of the tracking is very high. The 
value obtained in FPS implies that these algorithms cannot be used in these conditions to 
make real-time video tracking.  
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7. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the association problem for real-time tracking in video was formulated as 
search in a hypotheses space. It is defined as a combinatorial problem, constraining the 
computational load to allow image processing in real time of the sequence of frames. 
Evolutionary Computation techniques have been applied for solving this search problem, in 
particular Estimation Distribution Algorithms (EDA) that shows an efficient computational 
behaviour for real-time problems. The authors have done an exhaustive analysis of EDAs 
algorithms using several KP0/1 problems. These experimentations help the authors to know 
the complexity degree of the association problem and to find out the most suitable 
parameters for real-time video tracking problem. 
From the parameters obtained in analyzing the KP0/1 problems, the author have been 
carried out a wide comparison among standard Genetic Algorithm, Particle Filtering based 
on Mean-Shift weight and several EDA algorithms: CGA, UMDA and PBIL. Three video 
recordings of different complexity and problematic characteristics have been used to 
analyze the algorithms performance. Results show the efficiency of EDA algorithms to solve 
the combinatorial problem in real time and the capacity to be applied in video tracking 
systems. 
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